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Introduction
Speculations regarding the origin of the elements and the individual nuclear species are as old as nuclear physics [I] . Information on which these speculations are being based can be derived from three different lines of evidence:
(I) geochemical and cosmochemical abundances of the chemical elements and their isotopic composition, (2) the existence of primordial radioactive nuclear species, and (3) cosmological evidence derived from astronomical observations. There exists a very large number, of the order of one hundred, exact numerical data that are correlated in some, presumably complicated, way with the nuclear * Permanent address : Institut fiir Theorefische Yhysik der Universit~it Heidelberg. ** Financial support for the work through grant NsG-322 from National Aeronautics and Space Administration is gratefully acknowledged.
processes that led to the formation of the elements. These are the data for the isotopic composition of the elements. They are certainly valid for our solar system and perhaps for a considerable portion of matter of the universe. 
